April 22 - 24, 20/20
Kansas City, MO

IT’S TIME FOR A
RELATIONAL REVOLUTION
Get a perfect vision for how everyone who encounters the church can experience lasting change
into the image of Christ with The Life Model.

Hear from 5 Revolutional Speakers
Michael Sullivant
Relational Revolution – Our culture has been progressively suffering under the dehumanizing ripple effects of the
European Enlightenment. Our “digital” society has made this clearer to people than ever – we are starving for a more
personal touch. It is time for a wide-spread quiet, but gently forceful, cultural pushback to arise!

Dr. Jim Wilder
Transformation: From a Voluntarist to an Attachment Model – In church cultures, the human will has been touted as
the key to character change and becoming like Christ. Yet, neuroscience and a better theology both reveal that it is actually
quite weak.
Transformation: The Attachment Model Challenge – Becoming more aware and alert to the state and quality of our
attachment to God and people will empower us to make more substantial and sustainable progress in becoming like Jesus.

Chris Coursey
Encountering Enemy Mode in Myself and Others – One great way to cultivate fear and crush joy in our communities
occurs when we and others shift into the brain state Dr. Wilder calls “enemy mode.” Once enemy mode emerges, it is all-too
easy to amplify pain and problems and nearly impossible to spread joy and express our love. Learn key relational skills to
better navigate times others feel like enemies.

Kitty Wilder
Transformation: Stories from the Field – New ideas and practices for growing deeper hesed attachment relationships
in our church communities. Real-life recent accounts of how engaging in practical brain skill exercises have helped Christfollowers to love God and others more deeply and rise above our narcissistic tendencies.

Terri Sullivant
Becoming Fully Alive in Christ: The Graceful Dance of Relational Maturity – What does it look like for a woman to have
Jesus Christ fully formed within her feminine nature and how is this outwardly expressed?

4 Transformational Tracks
Transformation Track | Practitioner/Developers Track | Business Leaders Track | Church Leaders Track

Learn more and register online: LifeModelWorks.org/Transform

